22 die in French airplane crash

Associated Press

VALENCE, France- A passenger plane with 22 people on board lost control and crashed into a mountainside in southeastern France on Monday night, likely killing all aboard, officials said.

Rescuers located the wreckage 3 hours after the crash, which occurred shortly after 9 p.m. as the plane was about to land, local officials said.

They quickly found 17 bodies among the aircraft’s scattered debris in a forest near the village of Leonce, about 15 miles from this city in southeastern France.

Chances of anyone surviving the crash were slim because of the impact of the crash, officials said.

The wreckage was on the northern face of the Vercors mountain, at an altitude of 3,300 feet. The Fokker 27, a twin-engine turboprop, was flying for the private airline Aero Service. It was making a regular flight from Paris’ Orly Airport to Valence.

The control tower at Mont Verdun, near Lyon, lost contact with the plane at 9:10 p.m. The plane was scheduled to land at 9:18 p.m. at the Chabeuil airport, near Valence, which is south of Lyon.

There was no immediate explanation why the aircraft flew into the mountainside as it was

see CRASH / page 5

Valdez cleanup hindered by approaching storm

Associated Press

VALDEZ, Alaska- The slick of thick crude oil spilt by the Exxon Valdez stilled Monday in its movement toward the nation’s No. 1 fishing port and was hampered cleanup efforts that landed a $166 million judgment against the company.

‘‘It’s leading edge has retreated a little bit,’’ and oil was beginning to break into tanks and sink, said Bill Lamoreaux, the state’s on-scene coordinator. ‘‘That’s good news.’’

There was some concern that, as the storm systems generating Monday’s turbulence move closer to land, higher waves in the sound could wash oil over containment booms protecting spawning areas and other protected spots.

‘‘If the storm is a severe one, we’ll see some more beaches impacted,’’ state cleanup coordinator Jim Hayden said.

Still, Hayden said the fisheries were well-defended and boats were being moved from fish-rich Sawmill Bay to other heavily oiled areas.

‘‘Some of the operations are shifting away from the protective actions at the fisheries to some oil cleanup,’’ he said.

Spotter flights over the spill were canceled Monday but the weather was not expected to curtail boom-laying operations.

The Coast Guard sent six additional crews Monday from West Coast ports to assist in the cleanup effort. On Sunday, military cargo jets flew oil skimmers, boats and beach landing craft into Alaska, and commandos issued a Pacific-wide call for more equipment to fight the nation’s worst oil spill.

Repairs were under way on the tanker Exxon Valdez, which spilled the oil 25 miles from Valdez when it ran aground and ripped its hull on a reef well outside the normal shipping channel. Salvage workers have reinforced punctured areas of the tanker to prevent further fractures, Meidt said.

The state said the tanker, which was canceled Monday but the weather was not expected to curtail boom-laying operations.

The weather is forecast to continue other protected spots.

The control tower at Mont Verdun, near Lyon, lost contact with the plane at 9:10 p.m. The plane was scheduled to land at 9:18 p.m. at the Chabeuil airport, near Valence, which is south of Lyon.

There was no immediate explanation why the aircraft flew into the mountainside as it was
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Bennett calls for D.C. drug cleanup

Associated Press

WASHINGTON- William Bennett, slapping at the city government’s attempts to battle a drug problem which he said ‘‘is so glaring- so out of control,’’ announced on Monday a multimillion-dollar federal effort to combat drugs in the nation’s capital.

Bennett, director of the national drug control policy office, said that ‘‘the plain fact is that, for too long and in too many respects, the D.C. government has failed to serve its citizens.’’

He announced plans calling for building new pretrial detention and prison facilities, expanding a local law enforcement task force, an effort to rid public housing of drug users and dealers, expansion of drug treatment facilities, and an increase in job-training programs.

Bennett spoke at a news conference with Attorney General Dick Thornburgh and Housing and Urban Development Secretary Jack Kemp.

Washington was the nation’s murder capital last year with 372 slayings, most of them drug-related. Already this year, there have been 136 homicides, compared with 87 at this time last year.

Bennett said ‘‘drugs and addiction are serious problems question of local politics and governance can no

see DRUGS / page 4
Independent historian Roy Medvedev was a runoff election for a new Soviet congress, and the Academy of Sciences restored Andrei Sakharov to the ballet for separate elections to the Soviet parliament. Official reports said today that balloting around the nation Sunday was the second stage of the Soviet Union's first multicandidate national elections in 71 years. In the first round March 9, 348 legislators are elected by any other group, absolutely and, I suppose, with a tendency to spout, but very conscious that one manin . . . (and) with fantastic affection," she was quoted as telling Woman's Own magazine.

Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher says she'll shower her children with "fantastic affection" but will have to be careful not to spoil them. Thatcher's granddaughter, offspring of her son Mark and his American wife, Diane, was born Feb. 28 in Dublin, the health minister's office said Monday. The government and Communist Party leaders in their bids for seats in the new Congress of People's Deputies.

The Environmental Protection Agency confirmed that the results they saw actually came from fusion. The scientists cautioned that further research must be done to confirm the experiment that partially duplicated the University of Texas researchers. EPA officials said they would soon issue a detailed report. The results are apparently members of the Haitian military, surrendered when the plane landed and no passengers were hurt during the incident. The plane was hijacked Monday, and the FBI is investigating.

In an attempt to prevent a riot, authorities eventually ordered the flight. The men were taken to FBI headquarters. The FBI is investigating.

Haiti to Fort Lauderdale was hijacked Monday, and the plane was later taken to FBI Headquarters. The FBI is investigating.

A twin-engine aircraft carrying a missionary group from Haiti to Fort Lauderdale was hijacked Monday, and the plane was diverted to Miami, officials said. Two gunmen, who the FBI said were members of the Haitian government and identified when the plane landed and no passengers were hurt during the incident. The plane was hijacked Monday, and the FBI is investigating.

The country-rock band Alabama was named artist of the decade at the 24th Academy of Country Music Awards show on Monday, while K.T. Oslin garnered trophies for album of the year and best female vocalist. The year's top music video trophy went to Hank Williams for his "Young Country" video, Williams accepting the award and introducing the band. "This is my brother, Shelton Hank Williams, and one day he's going to be up here." No remedy Increasing cloudiness and not as cold today with a 30 percent chance of afternoon snow showers. Highs in the mid-40s. Cloudy and not as cold tonight with a 60 percent chance of light snow showers. Lows in the lower 30s.

Almanac

On April 11:
- In 1859: William III and Mary II were crowned as joint sovereigns in Britain, two months after their reign had begun as part of the "Glorious Revolution" that deposed James II.
- In 1814: Napoleon Bonaparte abdicated as emperor of France and was sent into exile on the island of Elba.
- In 1970: Apollo 13 blasted off on its mission to the moon.
- In 1981: President Reagan returned to the White House, 12 days after he was wounded in an assassination attempt.

Ten years ago: Idi Amin was deposed as president of Uganda as rebels and exiles backed by Tanzania forces took control of the capital city of Kampala.

Joy lies in aiding others for 'Christmas in April'

A knock on my door at 2 a.m. Saturday pulled me from my bed and to my dorm room door. My friend was standing there in her night shirt asking if we were really having Christmas in April.

It's probably my fault that she had her hopes up that we would have to trudge to Senior Bar at this ungodly hour. The weather report the night before said that Saturday would be 30 degrees colder than it had been the day before, with an almost 100 percent chance of precipitation. I just figured that rains in April would be rescheduled for the raindate.

I am the Social Concerns Commissioner for my dorm, and I was responsible for signing up for this service event and then for getting people in my dorm out of bed and over to Senior Bar. I must admit that at 7:00 on Saturday morning, I realized what a tough job I had.

Well, me and about 20 others did get up and trudge across campus. Every other word out of our mouths was short and profane. We just couldn't understand how we could be so foolish and sign up for this event. We thought helping out people is great, but why at 7:00 on a Saturday morning?

As we approached the volunteer gathering site, we grew. There were tons of students gathered near students who held large signs that listed different sites. It looked pretty good at the time. We had found the sign that listed the same site that we were assigned to. From that point on our moods improved.

We made our way to the buses and were transported to our sites. I went to Hill Street where a widow needed yard work done. We had a large number of students in this group who were cold, yet enthusiastic.

My three friends and I went out to the woman's backyard to what seemed like the town dump. There was garbage all over the place and it smelled quite foul. My friend Monica just looked at me and said, "This loses."

Once we got the garbage out of the earth and into the back of the bus, our moods began to improve. We noticed that once the old toothbrushes, shoes, and rags were removed, the yard started to look much better. We had cleared out one section of the yard and moved on to bigger and better projects.

Next we tackled the long dead vines that were growing all over another part of the lawn. We were given rakes and could and the rest was raked up as much as we could and the rest was useless. Our friend feared that the house would go back to the way it was shortly after the Christmas in April. We were not expert landscapers, but the basic clean-up helped the amount of paraphernalia that had accumulated in the houses that we were at.

One friend feared that the house would go back to the way it was shortly after the Christmas in April. Our moods improved. We had gone into someone's home and actually made a visible difference. That is a feeling that does not come to most every day. We worked on other service projects, yet never have I or anyone I talked to seen such immediate results.

A few of my friends complained that there were so many people at their sites that they felt useless. Others said they were very happy with the work we had done.

I was home for a couple of hours before my friends filed into my room with various accounts of their Christmas in April. Some students said they were very happy with the work we had done. We thought helping out people is great, but why at 7:00 on a Saturday morning?

Kelley Tuthill is a freshman enrolled in the Freshman Year of Students on Assistant News Editor of The Observer.

Campus Alliance for Rape Elimination (CARE) announced today that the alliance will hold its second annual conference today at 7 p.m. in the Hesburgh Library Lounge. Afterwards, students Pat Creason and Molly Meyer will give a thermal discussion about date/assault rape.

Irish Accent presents Graceland followed by skits and improvisational comedy at Theodore's today at 8:30 p.m.

CILA dinner and rap session on "Service in a Christian Context," led by Richard Meassel from Saint Mary's, will be held upstairs in the South Dining Hall at 5 p.m. today.

Freshmen interested in being part of the Sophomore Class Government next year should apply at the Student Government Secretary's Desk, second floor, LaFortune Student Center. Positions include dorm representatives, social, literary and major events commissioners. All applications are due by April 19.

Kelley Tuthill
Assistant News Editor

We have gone into someone's home and actually made a visible difference.

'tell whether his zealous axing was a sign of a Jansonese disorder or just the thrill of serving others.

Because of our large group and the enthusiasm of the students we were done by 12:30 p.m. The woman's yard looked 100 times better than when we arrived. We were not expert landscapers, but the basic clean-up helped the appearance of the house tremendously. The women took down all of our names and said she hoped we have a chance to help more. The woman was very happy with the work we had done.

I was home for a couple of hours before my friends filed into my room with various accounts of their Christmas in April. Some students said they were very happy with the work we had done. We thought helping out people is great, but why at 7:00 on a Saturday morning?

A few of my friends complained that there were so many people at their sites that they felt useless. Others said they were very happy with the work we had done.

I was home for a couple of hours before my friends filed into my room with various accounts of their Christmas in April. Some students said they were very happy with the work we had done. We thought helping out people is great, but why at 7:00 on a Saturday morning?

 Kelley Tuthill is a freshmen enrolled in the Freshman Year of Students on Assistant News Editor of The Observer.
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Freshmen interested in being part of the Sophomore Class Government next year should apply at the Student Government Secretary's Desk, second floor, LaFortune Student Center. Positions include dorm representatives, social, literary and major events commissioners. All applications are due by April 19.
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Senate to vote on change in FAC

By JEFF SWANSON
Staff Reporter

The student senate plans to vote next week on a proposed student government constitutional change which would make the Freshman Advisory Council independent of the Freshman Year of Studies.

Student Body Vice President Dave Kinkopf said the constitutional change would put the Freshman Advisory Council under complete control of the student government.

Kinkopf said that the change was initiated by Dean Emil Hofman of the Freshman Year of Studies.

Kinkopf said that it was decided that there should be an advisor to the freshman council who would serve Hofman's prior role. The senate debated who would be responsible for choosing the advisor.

Junior Class President Rob Pasin said, "The position should be open to anyone, not just former members of the FAC (Freshman Advisory Council). I don't feel that anyone from the FAC would be that qualified," he said.

Victor DeFrancis, co-commissioner of the Freshman Orientation Committee, said the FAC should choose the advisor this year so that the advisor could be included in the Freshman Orientation Committee meetings held during this semester. "If we were to take applications, it would take three weeks before we have an advisor," he said. Student Body President Matt Breslin and Kinkopf decided that the Freshman Advisory Council will choose the advisor this year, although they said that an alternate way should be used in the future.

In other business, plans for a computerized activities calendar were discussed.

The calendar will be available to all campus organizations and will prevent schedule conflicts, said Student Union Board Manager Raja Singh.

New book chronicles children with AIDS

Associated Press

KOKOMO, Ind. - Ryan White is one of nine school-aged children whose battle against AIDS is chronicled in a new book.

David Kirp, a University of California at Berkeley School of Law Professor and Director of the Center for the Study of Youth Policy, interviewed the one family in the book who he doesn't know, and already been released last week by Rutgers University Press.

The book focuses on headlining grabbing cases, including Ryan's efforts to remain at Western Middle School near Russiaville after contracting AIDS through tainted blood products used in the treatment of his hemophilia.

It was the battle to get AIDS-stricken Mark Hoyle back into his Swansea, Mass., school that inspired the book, however.

Kirp said he selected school-aged children battling the deadly Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome because "school is where we debate the biggest public issues. Schools are very much the community gathering place."

Of the nine communities represented in the book, each reacted differently to the sudden and dire intrusion of AIDS, Kirp said.

"Kokomo, Indiana, developed a reputation as a place of heartless LIarship, Kirp said. "If you call the people of Swansea, this is something they are very proud of."

Although Kirp said most Kokomo residents would like to forget the Ryan White case, which was settled in 1986, most were willing to talk to the authors last spring as they conducted research for the book.

"Everybody in the planet world was happy to talk about this," he said.

The only exception was a single family, who moved to Cicero after winning the legal battle for Ryan to remain in school.

Because Ryan's fight was the subject of a major television movie, broadcast earlier this year, his mother, Jeanene White, told Kirp "she felt her story had already been told."

"Ryan is the one family in the book who I don't know, and I regret that," Kirp said.

Signvela discusses apartheid

By ASHOK RODRIGUES
Staff Reporter

Ezra Signvela, a former South African political prisoner, spoke about apartheid at the Center for Social Concerns.

In a speech sponsored by Amnesty International Group 43, Signvela harshly criticized the South African government. He said that he and others had been imprisoned because they demanded "that the country which is Africa belongs to the people who live there, and that no government has a right to govern there without the authority of all its people.

Signvela condemned the current rule, noting that "some people have said that there is democracy among the white people. That is wrong. People have a right to do with a fascist system." He proposed negotiations to establish a new non-racial democratic government.

Eastern buyers struggle for agreement before deadline

Associated Press

NEW YORK - Talks aimed at selling Eastern Airlines began Monday, with the airline's parent Texas Air Corp. balked at accepting tentative agreements reached between Eastern airlines and buyers led by Peter Ueberroth, sources close to the situation said.

Ueberroth and representatives from Eastern, Texas Air and its unions met Monday with U.S. bankruptcy judge Burton Lifland. The meeting followed a weekend of secret talks aimed at beating a midnight Tuesday deadline for setting terms to get Eastern's striking unions back to work.

That deadline is a condition of the agreement by Ueberroth's group to buy Eastern. The airline has been largely grounded since March 4 due to a strike by Machinists that has been honored by most of its pilots and flight attendants.

Lifland, who is overseeing Eastern's reorganization under federal bankruptcy law, must approve any sale of the airline.

But although sources said the Ueberroth group and the unions had reached tentative agreements in their weekend talks, Eastern and Texas Air attorneys emerging from a day-long meeting at the Manhattan bankruptcy court indicated there was no overall accord.

"There's no agreement," said David Boies, an attorney representing Texas Air, as he left the courtroom. "I will tell you there will be no agreement on that.

"There was no immediate comment from the union or Ueberroth. Labor sources, who spoke on condition of anonymity, had refused to give specifics earlier about their agreement with the former baseball commissioner.

Signvela said that the weekend talks had indicated a formal announcement on an agreement in the next few days, but that he was forced to live in extremely poor conditions, beaten close to death, starved and allowed to suffer serious illness without medical treatment.

Signvela attributes his eventual release to the letter writing activity of Amnesty International, saying that it will work for others, too. "They tell officials that they must act with them. They know that they must answer a lot of questions," he said.

The speech was preceded by a film entitled "Witness to Apartheid," detailing various South African residents views about apartheid.
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David Kirp, a University of California at Berkeley School of Law public policy professor, and five colleagues contracted the "Learning by Heart: AIDS and Schoolchildren in America's Communities," which was released last week by Rutgers University Press.

The book focuses on headlining grabbing cases, including Ryan's efforts to remain at Western Middle School near Russiaville after contracting AIDS through tainted blood products used in the treatment of his hemophilia.

It was the battle to get AIDS-stricken Mark Hoyle back into his Swansea, Mass., school that inspired the book, however.

Kirp said he selected school-aged children battling the deadly Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome because "school is where we debate the biggest public issues. Schools are very much the community gathering place."
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Ezra Signvela, a former South African political prisoner, spoke about apartheid at the Center for Social Concerns.

In a speech sponsored by Amnesty International Group 43, Signvela harshly criticized the South African government. He said that he and others had been imprisoned because they demanded "that the country which is Africa belongs to the people who live there, and that no government has a right to govern there without the authority of all its people.

Signvela condemned the current rule, noting that "some people have said that there is democracy among the white people. That is wrong. People have a right to do with a fascist system." He proposed negotiations to establish a new non-racial democratic government.

Eastern buyers struggle for agreement before deadline

Associated Press

NEW YORK - Talks aimed at selling Eastern Airlines began Monday, with the airline's parent Texas Air Corp. balked at accepting tentative agreements reached between Eastern airlines and buyers led by Peter Ueberroth, sources close to the situation said.

Ueberroth and representatives from Eastern, Texas Air and its unions met Monday with U.S. bankruptcy judge Burton Lifland. The meeting followed a weekend of secret talks aimed at beating a midnight Tuesday deadline for setting terms to get Eastern's striking unions back to work.

That deadline is a condition of the agreement by Ueberroth's group to buy Eastern. The airline has been largely grounded since March 4 due to a strike by Machinists that has been honored by most of its pilots and flight attendants.

Lifland, who is overseeing Eastern's reorganization under federal bankruptcy law, must approve any sale of the airline.

But although sources said the Ueberroth group and the unions had reached tentative agreements in their weekend talks, Eastern and Texas Air attorneys emerging from a day-long meeting at the Manhattan bankruptcy court indicated there was no overall accord.

"There's no agreement," said David Boies, an attorney representing Texas Air, as he left the courtroom. "I will tell you there will be no agreement on that.

"There was no immediate comment from the union or Ueberroth. Labor sources, who spoke on condition of anonymity, had refused to give specifics earlier about their agreement with the former baseball commissioner.

Signvela said that the weekend talks had indicated a formal announcement on an agreement in the next few days, but that he was forced to live in extremely poor conditions, beaten close to death, starved and allowed to suffer serious illness without medical treatment.

Signvela attributes his eventual release to the letter writing activity of Amnesty International, saying that it will work for others, too. "They tell officials that they must act with them. They know that they must answer a lot of questions," he said.
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Cold Fusion

Experimental fusion apparatus

University of Texas researchers said Monday that they have partially duplicated the University of Utah experiment that claims to have achieved nuclear fusion, but they haven't confirmed that the results they saw actually came from fusion.

Drugs

continued from page 7

Are you or someone you know dealing with prescription or illegal drugs? If so, you need help. A helping hand is close at hand - the AT&T PREGNANCY HELP CENTER.

"I wasn't rubbing it in—just wanted Eddie to know the score of last night's game."

Go ahead and give. You can rub it in all the way to Chicago with AT&T Long Distance Service. Besides, your best friend Eddie was the one who said your team could never win three straight. So give him a call. It costs a lot less than you think to let him know which head is for the Hayfords.

Reach out and touch someone.

If you'd like to know more about AT&T products and services, like International Calling and the AT&T Card, call us at 1-800-222-0060.
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North testsifies Reagan concealed missile shipment

Associated Press

WASHINGTON—Oliver North, seemingly struggling to keep his temper, on Monday defended his stewardship of an Iran-Contra cash fund and insisted the money he paid for a used car came instead from a $15,000 family cache in a metal box bolted to a closed floor.

At the start of cross examination at his trial, North said he kept track in a spiral-bound notebook of every penny he disbursed from the Iran-Contra fund which totaled between $230,000 and $300,000.

"The ledger is still around," asked prosecutor John Keker.

"It was destroyed," North said.

"Do you know who destroyed it?"

"Yes," he said. "I did."

Earlier Monday, North testified that former President Reagan and his attorney general, Edwin Meese, were informed of U.S. involvement in a November 1985 shipment of Hawk missiles from Israel to Iran.

In a meeting on Nov. 12, 1986, Reagan clearly "had made his decision not to disclose," the shipment, North said.

The president told a news conference on Nov. 19-a week after that meeting—that the government had not been involved with other nations in shipping weapons to Iran and that the United States had shipped none before he signed a January 1986 authorizing document. Immediately afterward, the White House put out a statement in which Reagan said a third country had been involved.

North testified that he assumed Reagan had known of the diversion of Iran arms sales funds to the Contras, a contention Reagan has denied.

The former National Security Council aide was asked by his own lawyer about NSC documents North and his former secretary, Fawn Hall, smuggled out of the White House complex about the time North was fired.

North, who destroyed stacks of other documents around that time in November 1986, said he wanted the papers so "that I would have something to show if necessary, to show I had authority from my superiors for activities that I was engaged in."

The papers, some taken out by North in the days before the Iran-Contra affair became public and some by Miss Hall after the firing, totaled 196 pages.

Asked about one note, which he had written to superiors on Dec. 9, 1985, North said it "clearly articulates what process the United States was up to." 

The process North was involved in—approaching Iran in hopes of gaining release of hostages.

But North said he shredded the financial accounting notebook, page by page, on orders of the late CIA director William Casey, because it had names and addresses of people whose lives would be in danger were they to become public.
Sunken nuclear sub found

Associated Press

MOSCOW - The Soviet navy has found its nuclear submarine at the bottom of the frigid Norwegian Sea and believes electrical problems may have caused a fire and explosions that sank it, a newspaper reported Monday.

The government newspaper Izvestia said rescuers had found the bodies of 19 of the 42 sailors killed when the sub sank north of Norway on Friday.

Tass, the official news agency, said the 27 survivors were hospitalized in serious condition at Murmansk, a Soviet Arctic port, and investigators were able to interview them for only minutes at a time.

It also said a government commission praised the crew for "bravely and intelligently" working to shut down the sub's nuclear reactor.

"According to preliminary information, the fire started because of a short circuit," Izvestia said, quoting navy investigators in Murmansk. It said the submarine carried 10 torpedoes, two of them nuclear-tipped.

Foreign Ministry Spokesman Gennady Gerasimov and the newspaper reiterated previous Soviet statements that there was no danger of radioactivity being released from the torpedoes or the reactor.

Izvestia said search crews had determined the sub's location but Gerasimov said whether it could be raised was not yet known.

"The question of lifting the submarine up has not been decided yet," he told a news briefing. "It's a bit deep there."

Norwegian defense officials in Oslo said the Soviets had a salvage vessel at the site, but spokesman Erik Senstad there was no indication whether an attempt would be made to raise the sub from nearly 5,000 feet below the surface.

He said civilian salvors have raised wrecks and parts of wrecks from much deeper water, however, and the Soviets presumably would want to retrieve the sub.

Vadim Rozanov, press attache at the embassy in Oslo, said Soviet vessels were in the area to test for radiation, parallel studies by Norwegian scientists, but "I don't know if there are any plans to salvage the submarine."

If the ship was a Mike-class vessel, as believed in the West, it would contain some of the most advanced Soviet technology, which the Kremlin would not want disclosed to NATO countries, the Norwegian news agency NTB reported.

Norway prepared 10 questions for the Soviets about the sub's construction and reactor safeguards.

Among topics addressed were the reactor cooling system, what radioactive waste they produce and the strength of the protective casing around the reactors.

Members of the Committee on Radiation Accidents, created after the explosion and fire at the Chernobyl nuclear power plant in the Soviet Union in April 1986, drafted the Norwegian questions.

In Denmark, the environmental group Greenpeace said a violent chemical reaction and explosion might result.

Crash

continued from page 1

making its landing approach.

Three children were among the 19 passengers aboard, police and rescue officials said.

Three crew members were aboard the aircraft.

Officials said rescue workers concentrated their search for the 82-foot aircraft around Leondet because numerous residents reported hearing a loud noise or explosion at about the same time the aircraft lost contact with the control tower.

A Fokker 27 crashed March 4, 1988 on a flight from Nancy to Paris, killing 23 people. It was the worst plane accident in France since 1981.
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No breeze here

Freshman Marie Gallagher jogs beside her future sister-in-law senior Kathleen Rooney in Angela Athletic Facilities on Monday afternoon.
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Troops fired nonstriking pilots.

Shapiro, who was appointed by the Air Line Pilots Association’s master executive office said the judge had granted

As many as 1,000 people ignored the restrictions and massed at Tbilisi State University at midnight to “to inform each other about what was going on and decide what to do next,” said Zhanzarashvili. "They shot in the air," he said, adding that soldiers beat two students.

Zurab Zhankarashvili, a member of the Helsinki Watch group, said from Tbilisi that 50 people were killed Sunday and 560 injured. His report could not be confirmed independently.

Foreign Ministry spokesman Gennady Gerasimov said Tuesday that the 11 p.m.-6 a.m. curfew was declared a day of mourning.

'The military stood there with their tanks and frightened the people off. They shot in the air,' he said, adding that soldiers beat two students.

Sergei Dandurov, a nationalist who was also at the meeting, said troops jumped from armored personnel carriers and fired into the crowd. The crowd scattered, with some fleeing into a university building, he said.

The delegation from the ruling Politburo was led by Shevardnadze, a Georgian who displayed sympathy to nationalists in his 1972-85 tenure as the republic’s Communist Party chief. The Politburo official charged with party personnel, Georgy Razumovsky, also went to Tbilisi, Gerasimov said.

Shevardnadze had just returned from London, and Gerasimov said he postponed a trip Wednesday to East Germany because of the unrest.

Shevardnadze arrived in Tbilisi over the weekend, residents said, and the Tass news agency said he met with intellectuals and media executives on how to resolve the dispute.

No details were released. Shevardnadze, 64, also met with Georgian officials who called the “moral-political situation” in Tbilisi and other cities “extremely tense,” Tass said. It said the leaders called on officials and plant managers to reject protesters’ demands and “direct all efforts at stabilizing the situation.”

As party chief, Shevardnadze repeatedly called for mutual respect and tolerance between Georgians and ethnic Abkhazians, a minority.
Dear Editor:
In his article, "Israel, Land of Chaos and Corruption" (The Observer, April 6), Richard Carrigan states that Israel's purpose is to serve as an example of the necessity of freedom, of religion, and justice for all the world to turn. Although these are all ideals that Israel upholds, they are not the purpose of Israel's existence.

Ner is Israel's purpose to be the antithesis of Nazi Germany. The purpose of Israel is to ensure that Nazi Germany will never happen again.

Mr. Carrigan is also mistaken when he says that Israel is a place for the world to turn. The U.S. is the place for the rest of the world to turn. The U.S. let the Jews down when it turned away thousands of refugees trying to escape Nazi Germany, but Israel will never let the Jews down. Mr. Carrigan goes on to say that the Israeli government uses many of the same methods to control the Palestinians that were used in Jewish persecutions. Pinar Del Rio, a rubber worker, and bulb blowers were never united against the Jews. Entirely different methods such as gas chambers, blood libels, and terrorist executions were used to persecute the Jews.

The bottom line is that Israel has a right to do what it must in order to survive. One must realize that the Palestinians can turn to their Arab brothers or the major Palestinian country of Jordan, but the Jews have only Israel and it protecting it means infringing on the rights of Palestinians then that's what's going to happen.

The reason that Israel still occupies the territories is to preserve its safety. Sure, the Palestinians have the right to their own country, but not in a place that threatens the security of Israel. If you don't perceive the Palestinians as a threat to Israel, then you are forgetting that while Arafat's followers may want peace, the rest of the PLO wants total destruction of Israel. Dr. Arafat's factions, the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine led by George Habash and the Syrian backed Palestinian Liberation Front led by Mohammed Amin, are continually launching terrorist attacks against Israel, even after Arafat's statement condemning terrorism. Habash's group, which is the second largest faction in the PLO, said that Arafat's renunciation of terrorism and recognition of Israel in December did not constitute the PLO's renunciation of anything and was not official policy.

One must even question Arafat's words because he himself doesn't stand by them. Two days after Arafat's Geneva press conference, the Kuwaiti newspaper Al-Siyassi quoted Salah Khalid, the PLO's number two man, as saying "The establishment of a Palestinian state in any part of Palestine has as its goal the establishment of the Palestinian state in all of Palestine." Even after formally accepting Israel's right to exist, the PLO went on to renounce the Ten Point Plan of "phased liberation," as well as changing or renouncing the Palestinian National Covenant which calls for Israel's destruction.

Mr. Carrigan should address the real problems facing Israel, not "litter in the Holy Land.

Bill Lerman
Planer Hall
April 7, 1989

LETTERS
Israel preserves rights of all Jewish people

Dear Editor:
I am writing in response to Martin Sheen's recent "lecture" held on campus last week. At first I thought it was nice that such a famous actor was coming to speak but it is until I realized what he was speaking on; in essence, he spoke on politics. I don't object to his having opinions. My objection is that he is using his popularity as an actor to further the movements of various groups and causes he supports. I find it very distasteful that the sponsor of the lecture was forced to donate money to the charity of Sheen's choice. But helping to fund these organizations is accepted by the general public. If the speaker had asked for a donation to some right-wing organization, I doubt the response would be as silent.

Martin Sheen is an actor. If his lecture had been on acting, I would not be as angry. What could possibly give him authority on politics? I sincerely hope that organizations continue to invite lecturers as they have been doing. In the future, I hope to see Secretary of State James Baker here to talk about movies.

Jeremy Mayerovsk
Holy Cross Hall
April 7, 1989
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Plan on participating again next April when we hope to achieve the same marvelous cooperative effort between Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students, faculty, staff, the Northeast Neighborhood, the City of South Bend, and Saint Mary's. As several of our speakers commented, this community has not seen such an outstanding volunteer effort since the Special Olympics here at Notre Dame two years ago.

James Roemer
Director of Community Relations
April 10, 1989
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Apartheid awareness is start of change

This week marks Apartheid Awareness Week at Notre Dame, part of the Year of Cultural Diversity. The object of this week is "to educate students on the issues facing South Africa, except the issue of race," according to John-Paul Checkett, chairman of Notre Dame's Anti-Apartheid Network.

This is an admirable goal. Apartheid is an institutional form of racial prejudice, practiced by the white-only government of South Africa. It is a system that has been almost universally condemned outside of South Africa, as well as by many within the country. Solutions to this problem, however, prove problematic. Persuading the white government to relinquish the power they now possess to a black majority has been impossible to date.

Proposed solutions vary from armed rebellion to political opposition. Various means have been tried, but the current government has shown little inclination to change.

Later this year, South African President P.W. Botha will step down for health reasons. This might prove an opportune time for change in the system. However, this change must be made internally. Outside forces, including the United States and the United Nations, cannot and must not be involved in the internal affairs of the sovereign nation of South Africa.

South Africa is a key trading partner and ally of the United States. South Africa provides many rare minerals which are unavailable from any other country, except the Soviet Union.

The United States is faced with a moral dilemma of which all citizens should be aware. The dilemma has a key ally whose justic system is morally unjustifiable and reprehensible.

Anti-Apartheid week provides a time for Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students to become aware of the issues facing South Africa and apartheid. All students should keep abreast of these issues and also those facing the United States.

Awareness alone, however, will solve nothing. There are no easy answers, but awareness of the situation in South Africa is the first step on the road to changing it.

DOONESBURY

GARRY TRUDEAU
QUOTE OF THE DAY

"To know what is right and not to do it is the worst cowardice."

Confucius
Waiting in suspense for the Fondue Parlor

MISSY IRVING
accent writer

T he Fondue parlor, located at the One Hundred Cen­
ter in South Bend, is not the place to go for a first date, or even a second. Although the restaurant’s motto is “taste the fun,” nothing about the Fondue Parlor suggests it as a place to go for comfort or intimacy. You should dine elsewhere if you are going to be worried by lulu’s and salesmen or an inordinate wait that would interfere with other plans.

The arrival

We had made an 8:30 p.m. reservation for Saturday eve­ning. When we arrived we were told by the hostess that “it will be a while.” In the hour and fifteen minutes that ensued, we were left totally unattended and received no apologies for the wait or lack of attention to our needs.

The wait

The hostess disappeared without offering us a seat or inviting us into the cocktail lounge. We were made to feel welcome in any way and had to escort ourselves into the lounge. It was empty ex­cept for our group, and after we received our iced teas we had to wait another five minutes for lemon and sugar to arrive. Twice during this time we asked the hostess how much longer our wait would be and were answered without any empathy or concern that she had no idea how long it would be.

We were especially frustrated by the fact that the restaurant was half empty and that we were the only party waiting for a table. The basic philosophy of the restau­rant is in business to serve is obviously not part of the Fondue Parlor’s philosophy. One member of our party suggested that perhaps we were all players in someone else’s bad dream. Indeed, the lack of any welcome, the slow and disinterested service in the lounge, and the excessive wait with no apologies, in spite of our reservation, con­tributed to a laughable nightmare experience.

To call the décor of the Fondue Parlor unassuming is a compliment. In the main lounge and the dining room we were surrounded by faux­brick and plywood walls. The bar in the lounge was unat­tended and had no adorn­ments such as exotic liqueur bottles or wall hangings, which would have signific­antly contributed to a more alluring ambience. Behind us there was a 2x4 frame which draped an unfinished garden lattice-work wall. The piano player was amiable and eager to please yet he knew none of the traditional piano­bar songs we requested. He finally began a pleasant se­lection of contemporary soft­rock which didn’t hinder con­versation.

We could not find anyone to provide us with a second round of iced-teas, so I had to go into the dining room and pour them myself from a pitcher on the bar. Yet at no point in the evening did our dissatisfaction with the Fondue Parlor dampen our spirits.

The appetizers

At 9:45 p.m. we were seated in a spacious booth with soft cushioned seats and felt, at last, that the nightmare was over and our fortunes were beginning to take a turn for the better. Although the wait was a glaring overhead light should have been decreased by about half and the wall to one side was splattered with day-old grease marks, a friendly and efficient waitress immedi­ately attended to us and brought us salads and wine within five minutes. The salads, which are included in the price of all entrees, con­sisted of fresh greens and gener­ous portions of peppers, tomatoes, and cucumbers. The ranch and French dressings were both served in perfect amounts and had a spicy quality that made them su­perior to run-of-the-mill bottled dressings.

The wine list is short and rather pricey, yet the house chablis costs only $8 for a carafe. The wine was too un­i­mposing to warrant any atten­tion, and it would probably be wiser to stick with the iced­tea because of the free refills.

Three appetizers were of­ered, the most satisfying op­tion being the cheese fondu­e ($3.00 per person). It was ac­companied by a basket of three varieties of fresh baked bread and apple chunks for dipping. The swiss cheese sauce had a tart wine taste and complemented the apples better than it did the bread. Cheddar cheese fondue was available as well, but we had been warned by friends that it cooled into an unpleasant runny paste.

The entrees

The fondues are priced per person, so you should beware of advertising the fact that you are going to be worried by lulu’s and salesmen or an inordinate wait that would interfere with other plans. The chicken and beef were served raw, with a tangy bat­ter and hot oil to fry them in. They were accompanied by an abundance of vegetables, all of which can be served deep and fried as well. Thick onion rings, mushrooms, car­rots, broccoli, cauliflower, zucchini, and new baby potatoes were all tasty and went well with the dipping sauces. A thick, pungent dill sauce was everyone’s favorite and closely rivaled it was the authentically flavored sweet and sour sauce. The barbecue sauce was a touch too peppery and overpowered the taste of anything that was dipped into it. The cocktail sauce, which was made to order and probably would be popular with the seafood fondues.

Cooking the food was a major component of our meal and included a prime example of why you don’t want to go to the Fondue Parlor with someone you are trying to impress. Even the best mannered indi­viduals will experience sauce spots on their clothes. Fur­thermore, your experi­ence can potentially turn into a hilarious battle, with every­one fighting for “newer space” in the oil.

We all agreed that the beef was not worth the extra price and cooking it to your taste was too difficult to time. It’s best to cut all the meat up into small pieces before putting them in the oil. Don’t be afraid to ask for extra batter. Everything tastes better in it, and our pleasant server pro­vided us with three bowls during the meal.

The dessert

The food is the only thing that saves the Fondue Parlor from disgrace as a restau­rant. All the desserts offered sounded tantalizing, the best choice being the rich and authentic chocolate fondu­e ($5.00 per person). It consisted of pineapples, cherries, pound cake, and marshmallows, with buttersweet chocolate for dipping.

For about $8.00 a person you can enjoy a filling and entertaining dining experi­ence. But the Fondue Parlor offers a novelty that is enticing only once and one which should be attempted with old friends who don’t mind spend­ing three and a half hours in an uninviting atmosphere.

Waiting in suspense for the Fondue Parlor

Freshmen Tom Clare of St. Edward’s, Meg Garrett of Pasquerilla East, and Heidi Finniff of Holy Cross wait at the Fondue Parlor to enjoy marshmallows before the St. Edward’s S.Y.R.
The Edmonton Oilers are showing Wayne Gretzky that life goes on without him.

The $5 million man and his new Los Angeles teammates go back to Inglewood, Calif., on Tuesday, one game away from eliminating the Pittsburgh Penguins, at the first round of the Stanley Cup. The potential eliminator: Gretzky's old Edmonton teammates, whom he led to the NHL title four times in five years before being traded away last summer.

Three other teams with 3-1 leads have lost and gone away from eliminating Detroit after making the playoffs only because the NHL takes 16 of its 21 teams into post-season.

Two other series tied 2-2-Philadelphia and Washington at the Capital Centre and Vancouver and Calgary at the Saddledrome.

The Penguins eliminated the New York Rangers and Montreal knocked out Chicago by completing 4-1 sweeps Sunday night. The Penguins won the winner of the Philadelphia-Washington series, while the Canadians play the Buffalo Boston series.

But the focus Tuesday will be on Gretzky, who could be eliminated from the playoffs in the opening round for the first time since 1982.

"They worked well and they deserve to be up 3-1," Gretzky said after he was bopped once through the puck in Edmonton, where his former teammates won 4-0 Saturday and 4-3 Sunday.

Gretzky had assisted on all the Oilers goals Sunday night and the Oilers won on Steve Smith's goal with 26 seconds left.

Now the Oilers are showing their playoff experience, even to the man who carried them.

"I think that the fourth game is the toughest one to win and there's no doubt that the L.A. Kings are going to come out with everything they've got at this point to this effort," Smith said. "They've got enough playoff experience to know what we're after. We also know that they have a lot of playoff experience in their dressing room."

Chicago, meanwhile, is showing the value of their three losses as a second season.

After barely making the playoffs-they had to come from three goals down against the Penguins in the final game of the season-the Blackhaws split in Edmonton, then won 2-3 and 2 at 3-0.

Craig McTavish and the Edmonton Oilers have their former teammate Wayne Gretzky one game away from eliminating in the NHL playoffs. Edmonton leads the Los Angeles Kings 3-1 in their best-of-seven series, which resumes tonight.

The Observer accepts classifieds every business day from 10 a.m. until 1 a.m. at the Noble Game Office, 314 S. Lafortune; and from 12:30 until 3 p.m. at the Saint Mary's office, Huppe College Center. Deadlines for next day classifieds is 3 p.m. All classifieds must be prepaid. The charge is $0.75 per character per column.

CLASsIFIEDS
Sierra's hit paces Rangers; Stieb hurls another 1-hitter

Associated Press

MILWAUKEE-- Ruben Sierra doubled in the go-ahead run in the 10th inning Monday as the Texas Rangers spoiled Milwaukee's home opener by beating the Brewers 6-4.

Sierra's hit off Milwaukee reliever Chuck Crim, 9-1, followed a walk to Rafael Palmeiro. Cecil Euny singled in the final run for the Rangers, who won for the fifth time in six games.

The victory went to Texas reliever Jeff Russell, 1-0, who struck out two on and two outs in the bottom of the ninth and then retired the Brewers in order in the 10th.

Jays 8, Yanks 0

NEW YORK-- Dave Stieb, who closed last year with consecutive one-hitters, pitched a one-hitter in his second start of the season as the Toronto Blue Jays beat New York 6-0 Monday night, the Yankees' sixth straight loss.

Stieb, 1-0, gave up just Jamie Quirk's solid single to center with one out in the fifth. He struck out five and walked four.

Padres 5, Braves 2

SAN DIEGO-- Bruce Hurst pitched the first one-hitter of his career and struck out 13 as the San Diego Padres beat the Atlanta Braves 5-2 Monday night.

The only hit Hurst allowed was a two-out, homer by Lonnie Smith in the third inning, scoring pitcher Pete Smith who had walked.

Tony Gwynn homered leading off the fourth to move the Padres within 2-1.

Mariners 6, Chisox 5

SEATTLE-- Dave Valle tripled off a Kingdom pitcher to drive in the go-ahead run in a three-run seventh inning Monday night and the Seattle Mariners hung on to beat the Chicago White Sox 6-5 in their home opener.

Phil 7, Expo 6

PHILADELPHIA-- Von Hayes led off the bottom of the ninth with his second home run of the game to give the Philadelphia Phillies a 7-6 victory over the Montreal Expos Monday night.

Hayes' home run over the right-field fence came on the first pitch of the inning by Gene Harris, 1-1, to make a winner of reliever Steve Bedrosian, 1-0.

Box 5, Tribe 2

BOSTON-- Nick Esasky homered in his Boston debut and Wade Boggs keyed rallies with a pair of singles Monday as the Red Sox won their home opener 5-2 over Cleveland.

Mike Boddicker, 1-0, blanked the Indians on two hits for five innings before giving way to Mike Smithson after a two-run homer by Joe Carter in the sixth. Smithson finished the game to pick up his second save.

A's 4, Angels 0

ANAHEIM, Calif.-- Bob Welch allowed three hits in eight innings and Glenn Hubbard homered Monday night, leading the Oakland Athletics past the California Angels 4-0.

Royals 3, O's 0

KANSAS CITY, Mo. -- Bret Saberhagen threw a three-hitter Monday night, leading the Kansas City Royals past Baltimore 3-0 for their 14th consecutive victory over the Orioles.

Reds 8, Astros 3

SAN DIEGO-- Greg Davis' three-run homer highlighted a four-run, fifth inning and Tom Browning won his 10th game in 20 decisions, leading the Cincinnati Reds over the Houston Astros 8-3 Monday night.

Dodgers 7, Giants 4

SAN FRANCISCO-- Eddie Murray hit a grand slam for his first home run with Los Angeles to cap a five-run, ninth-inning rally as Orel Hershiser and the Dodgers beat San Francisco 7-4 Monday night to spoil the Giants' home opener.
The Water Polo Club held elections a few weeks ago for positions on next year's club. Jay Blount will take over as coach while Anthony Baerlocher will lead the club as its president. Kelly Tam-Sing and Bill O'Meara also were elected to positions within the club.

On the horizon, Notre Dame may possibly host a three-team, round-robin tournament near An Tsao'i week.

Men's Volleyball Club also will end its most successful season in the next week. Notre Dame is coming off a hard-fought victory against Miami (Ohio) last Saturday afternoon, 15-12, 15-11, 10-15, 7-15, 15-3. The win improved Notre Dame's record to 23-10, which is their most successful season when taking into account their schedule that included many varisty teams.

Graduate student Pat Burke led the Irish with 14 kills while junior Mike Sheedy snuffed Miami with six blocks.

Boston Red Sox third baseman Wade Boggs whose extramarital affair with Margo Adams has grabbed sports headlines since last June, got a resounding ovation from the packed Fenway Park crowd on opening day. But when it came time to introduce ace pitcher Roger Clemens, the boss couldn't have been louder if a New York Yankee had walked in the door.

The reason was simple enough to those in the stands. "Clemens didn't have the money and Boggs didn't,"" said Ken Magrane, who was watching the action from an upperdeck box seat. "You know what they say about Red Sox baseball: It's not for the rich and not for the poor. It's more serious than that.

Neither player could possibly be drawing bad press for on-the-field performance in past years. Boggs has won five batting titles in six years and Clemens is a two-time Cy Young Award winner and was 1986 MVP.

But over the summer, Clemens stepped into the off-season spotlight with some vague remarks about how he was unhappy in Boston, how the area did not afford the family atmosphere he valued in life and how he did not feel the team did enough to protect his family at the ballpark from rowdy fans.

To be sure, the Boggs saga was not entirely ignored. Outside Fenway a pair of enterprising and unlicensed T-shirt salesmen were hawking shirts that referred back to his alleged extramarital affair with Margo Adams.

"We just come up with this idea sitting in the shop the night before," Jim Davis said as he doled out the shirts from a shopping cart.

Ben Johnson facing inquiry

Associated Press

TORONTO - Sprinter Ben Johnson withdrew thousands of dollars from his private trust fund when he was cleared after his career skyrocketed in the summer of 1986, his financial adviser told a Canadian inquiry Monday.

In his second day of testimony before a probe into drug use by Canadian track and field athletes, Ross Earl testified that Johnson, the world record holder in the 100-meter dash did not deposite all his earnings to a special trust fund set up under the rules of international amateur sport.

"Instead, Earl said he stored thousands of dollars in cash and bank drafts in a safe at his home. Johnson later bought a safe of his own, Earl testified.

"He came to me on several occasions when he was short of money," said Earl, a family friend of Johnson's for 13 years. "I kept cautioning Ben that the money had to be there when it came time to send it to the trust account."

The International Amateur Athletes Federation, the governing body of track and field, requires athletes to deposit their earnings in such trust funds, allowing them to withdraw living expenses until they retire or turn professional.

Earl said the sprinter bought two sports cars worth nearly $400,000.

Bookstore

continued from page 16

who scored five points in the Rockies winning effort. The Dream Machine immediately followed with 104 attempts from the field en route to a 21-14 victory over The Fresh Five, who contributed 89 shots of their own. Tony Talarico was the weak link for The Fresh Five, hitting only 1-of-20 shots in the game.

In other action, Matt Killian shot a blistering 11-of-13 from the field in leading Air Satan and the Disciples to a 21-13 win over Gulli-Bulls.

George Dewhirst, Navy captain and founder of the Ollie North Fan Club, was held scoreless as his Air Force ROTC team was eliminated 21-10 by The Keltic Savants.
**SPORTS BRIEFS**

**Squash Tournament** sign-ups will be Thursday, April 13, at 5 p.m. in the NVA office for the tourney to be held Friday, April 14 through Sunday, April 16. -The Observer

A **squash clinic** featuring Pedro Galatas, the former No. 2 junior in Spain, will be held today at 4:30 p.m. on Joyce ACC courts 1 and 2.-The Observer

**Jordan Jammer** captains’ meeting will be held tonight at 7 p.m. at the Joyce ACC basketball courts. Bring team name and # if unpaved. Five teams are still needed. Call 277-1186 for information.-The Observer

**Interhall wrestling** matches will be held tonight at 7 p.m., in the Joyce ACC. Participants must attend a weigh-in on Monday, April 16, at 6 p.m., in the NVA office.-The Observer

Mud Volleyball workers and scorekeepers are needed. Call Ed Brooks at x3871 for more information.-The Observer

An **informational meeting** for anyone interested in joining the windsurfing club on Wednesday, April 12, at 7 p.m., in Montgomery Theatre of LaForte. 900 officers will be chosen, call Carter Thomas at 289-1253 for more information.-The Observer

The **Sailing Club** will hold a mandatory meeting tonight at 6:30 p.m. at the boathouse.-The Observer

Open **soccer tournament** entry deadline is Wednesday, April 12. Play begins Saturday, April 15. Turn in entries with fee at the NVA office.-The Observer

Off-campus **lacrosse** has a game today at 9 p.m. on Cartier Field. Call Bill at 287-5786 for more information.-The Observer

**Mud Volleyball** schedules have been posted in the SUB Office on the second floor of LaFortune. The first round of games will begin Friday, April 14. Any teams that have not paid should get their money to Ed Brooks, 213 Keenan, by Thursday, April 13.-The Observer

**APARTHEID AWARENESS WEEK** April 10-13

Prison Population—South Africa has the highest prison population in the world with 440 people jailed for every 100,000 of the population. The equivalent figure in the U.S. is 189. 40% of the African prison population consists of people who have violated pass laws, thus committing “crimes” that only Africans can commit. Why? Find out by seeing the film "Witness to Apartheid" Monday, April 10 at 7 p.m. in the ARC, followed by a discussion with a former 11-year-prisoner, Ezra Sigwela who was finally freed largely by the efforts of the Notre Dame chapter of Amnesty International.

Find out about Apartheid from those who have lived under it.

**ATTENTION:** Grad Students, Professors, Employees

**MAPLE LANE APARTMENTS**

Less than 10 minutes from campus

- Pool, Clubhouse
- Washer & dryer in each apartment
- Flexible leases
  - locked intercom entrances
  - (also - furnished executive suites)
  - call for details: 277-3731

**Summer STORAGE RESERVATION**

CALL NOW! 883-1959

NEW

LIMITED QUANTITY

ONLY $18.00/month

Master Mini Warehouses

P.O. BOX 100 NILES, MICHIGAN 49120

"BEST LITTLE STORE-HOUSE IN MICHIGAN"

**The Observer**

Tuesday, April 11, 1989

**SOFTBALL RIVALS BEGIN TODAY**

ND, Saint Mary’s play for cross-highway bragging rights

By MARY GARINO

Sports Writer

After placing third in the Midwestern Collegiate Conference tournament last weekend, the Notre Dame softball team resumes its regular schedule today with a doubleheader against Saint Mary’s.

This will be the first game this season between the Belles and the Irish (14-10, 2 games scheduled for St. Patrick’s Day were rained out.

"This will be a big game for the girls," said Notre Dame head coach Brian Boulac. "They were really disappointed with the rainout, and they are all looking forward to playing Saint Mary’s."

Saint Mary’s (3-3) will start either Mike Horvath or Kim Benjamin at 3:30 p.m. at the Notre Dame softball field, behind the plate.

The Irish will be well-prepared to play doubleheader after playing five in the MCC tourney over the weekend. Notre Dame won two out of five games in its first year playing as a varsity team in the MCC.

The tournament began on Friday when the Irish lost to Dayton, 7-6, in their opening game, heading the Bulldogs for the third time this year. Butler scored one run in the top of the first inning to take an early lead, but Notre Dame came back with five runs in the bottom of the sixth to win.

"We played just hard enough to win," Boualac said of the Irish effort. "It was a sloppy game. Every time they caught us up, we went ahead."

The Butler players did themselves in by committing six errors, which led to six unearned runs.

The Irish faced Detroit in a second game Friday, losing an inning contest 1-0. Missy Lynn, who pitched a complete game for Notre Dame against Butler, started and took the loss against Detroit despite not allowing an earned run.

"We played hard against Detroit," Boulac said. "We played good defensively, and you couldn’t have asked for any more, other than a few more hits."

Detroit eventually went on to win the tournament for the second year in a row.

Following the loss to Detroit, the Irish entered the losers bracket and played Loyola on Saturday. In a close game, Notre Dame defeated the Ramblers 5-4. The Irish collected five hits in the inning, including two each by Rachel Crossen and Laurie Sommerfield.

On Sunday Notre Dame beat the Dayton Flyers 2-0. It was a scoreless contest until the sixth inning, when Dawn Boualac delivered a game-winning RBI single. Lynn won her third game in three days.

"Missy pitched two very fine ballgames against Detroit and Dayton," Boualac said. "It was a big loss for us before she pitched, but she did well."

Notre Dame lost 2-1 to St. Louis after the Dayton game. The Billikens were the only team in the MCC that the Irish had not played before the tournament. St. Louis, which lost to Detroit and finished second, was playing only its third game, while the Irish went into their fifth contest in three days.

"We went into the tournament hoping that we could come out on top, and the girls were disappointed that they didn’t win," Boualac said.

"We learned an awful lot about ourselves this weekend," he continued. "We have to be hungry every game, because if we don’t do well, we’re out of it."

**BOOKSTORE STARTS 2ND WEEK**

Monday's Results

4:00 - The Fugitive Guys Finish up Oflag Vifig L.. 93-75, in 32 Minutes. 24 Chapters, 5 Doublets. By 1:30, Peter N. Scott, Jr. has 17044 fans in the house.

4:00 - 4 Drunk Gnomes Cheering on their own team. 238 Fans. 91 Fans, 5 Fans. By 3:00, they are all looking forward to playing Saint Mary’s.

4:00 - Manute Bot’s 5 Dan Phil, B.V. Deviants Stinky Stoney & The Malicious One Stag & High Voelkage vs. Asmodeus

1:00 - Softball rivalry ND, Midwestern Collegiate Conference.

By MARY

softball team resumes its regular schedule today with a doubleheader against Saint Mary’s.

**Stephanie**
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4:00 - 4 Guys vs. 4 Guys on the Fugitive Guys. 4 Guys. 4 Guys. By 3:00, they are all looking forward to playing Saint Mary’s.

4:00 - 4 Guys vs. 4 Guys on the Fugitive Guys. 4 Guys. 4 Guys. By 3:00, they are all looking forward to playing Saint Mary’s.
Golf teams brave bad weather over weekend

Men place second in Indianapolis

By DAVE McMAHON
Sports Writer

Pat Mohan shot a two-round total of 149 to lead the Irish men's golf team to a second-place finish out of 12 teams at the Indianapolis Invitational over the weekend.

After a poor performance last weekend in its opener at Purdue, Notre Dame rebounded at Eagle Creek Golf Course with a consistent effort, as the top four Irish golfers finished within five shots of each other. Despite poor weather for the second straight week, Mohan tied for second in medalist honors with his 72-77 scores, while Doug Giorgio and Paul Nolta tied for fifth with 156's.

Irish assistant coach Joe Thomas had nothing but praise for the team's performance.

"They showed a lot of fighting playing in such bitterly-cold weather," said Thomas. "We could have done better today, but our short game killed us. Overall, I was happy with our performance from tee to green."

Ball State's Tony Soveries shot a 72-69 (141) to take the individual title. Irish golfers Mike O'Connell (154), Pat Kusek (156), and Mike Crisanti (157) helped the team even its tournament record at 1-1.

Columbus, Ohio, is the next stop on the Notre Dame schedule, as the powerful Buckeyes host the Kepler Invitational.

Masters win lifts Faldo, Europeans

Associated Press

AUGUSTA, Ga. - There was the green jacket of a Masters champion in the luggage Nick Faldo carried into his car at the hotel Monday morning.

It had been around his shoulders until the early morning hours as Faldo basked in the aftermath of his playoff vic­tory over Scott Hoch.

And it served as a prop when he was asked if the meaning of his triumph had really dawned on him.

"Oh, yes," he said, paused and fingered the lapel of the jacket. He smiled, continued to caress the jacket and repeated: "Oh, yes."

Before starting the two-hour drive through a steady rain to Hilton Head, S.C., and this week's Heritage Classic, Faldo considered some of the im­lications, both for himself and for European golf in general.

"I proves we're still on a roll," the man from Surrey, England said, a reference to the growing dominance of foreign players in world golf.

His Masters victory marked the fifth time in the decade of the 1980s that a European player had won a green jacket. An American has not won the British Open in five years. The Europeans won the Ryder Cup competition against America's best the last two times the matches have been held, in 1983 and 1987.

"We're slowly proving what we're made of," said Faldo, who won the 1987 British Open, lost the 1988 U.S. Open in a playoff and now is the 1989 Masters winner.

"The world of international golf is very strong now," said Faldo, who holds membership in both the European and American tours.

"Our tour (the European tour) has advanced tremen­dously. The standards definitely have been raised."

"I honestly believe there are a half dozen men at the top of the game. I believe I am one of them."

He ticked off the others: Seve Ballesteros of Spain, Greg Nor­man of Australia, Sandy Lyle of Scotland, Ian Woosnam of Wales and Curtis Strange, the only American on the list.

"It was awful, just awful," surmised Coach Tom Hanlon.

"We did better today, but our short game killed us. Overall, I was happy with our performance from tee to green."
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Fisher shakes 'interim' label
Schembechler names former assistant his head coach

Associated Press
ANN ARBOR, Mich.—Quarterback Steve Fisher is just plain coach.

Named as Michigan's interim coach less than two days before the NCAA tournament, Fisher took over after the firing of Lloyd Frieder, who was removed from his title.

Fisher, an assistant for seven years and the Wolverines' offensive coordinator, was brought in after an interview this week.

"I was going to be pressed into an emotional decision," Schembechler said. "I wanted to be cool, calculated, and study it from every angle. It always came up Steve Fisher.

Schembechler, a beacon of integrity in big time college sports, wanted most of all to be sure rumor of any improprieties in Frieder's program either were untrue or didn't involve Fisher.

For example, a high school player Wierd Frieder had recruited for Michigan recently began driving a new Mustang. The prospect had to convince Schembechler his mother bought the car.

"I think Steve is a forceful disciplinarian even though he doesn't give you that impression," Schembechler said.

"Let's face it, tomorrow the honeymoon is over and it'll really be over when the season starts next fall. Coaching's a tough business, I can tell you that.

"Duke coach Mike Krzyzewski and Evanwell coac Jim Crews were believed to be other candidates in whom Michigan was interested, but they were never interviewed.

"The more I thought about it, the more I was convinced we had the right guy right here," Schembechler said.

"He was thrown into the breach and showed a lot of moxie.

"Terms weren't disclosed, but Fisher is expected to receive a one-year contract, which is standard for all Michigan coaches. Fisher probably will be paid about $55,000 a year, but an expected shoe contract worth about $100,000 plus money from basketball camps and radio shows could push Fisher's income to an estimated $150,000 annually.

"His contract is the same as mine, which is forever," Schembechler quipped. "And pay will be commensurate with an institution of this kind.

He'll be adequately paid, so he doesn't have to be worried about that.

Fisher, who said he lost 15 pounds off an already-lean frame during the tournament and his subsequent walk, said he would meet with John Boyd, his No. 1 assistant and move him up to full-time position.

Boyd and Dutcher were brought into the program by Frieder, who angered Schembechler with the timing of his decision.

Fisher was an assistant at Western Michigan for three seasons before coming to Michigan.

He began his coaching career coaching receivers, grocery clerks, non-smokers ... etc.

Walsh, Rosenbach wait it out

NEW YORK—Quarterbacks Timm Rosenbach of Washington State and Steve Walsh of Miami will bypass the April 23 NFL draft, letting up a supplemental draft, which is expected to be held by some real spring-like drama.

Rosenbach's agent, Gary Wichard, said Monday that his client, who led the nation in passing last season, will definitely enter the supplemental draft at some point.

Walsh's agent, Frank Brutocao, said Monday that his client, who was projected to be a first-round choice had they entered the draft, was convinced he had the right guy right here.

"Walsh was thrust into the breach and there's no finer job in America," Wichard said.

Walsh, on the advice of Marvin Demoff, the Los Angeles-based agent who is "a family attorney and advisor," is waiting for the deadline to go by without filing.

Earlier, Demoff had indicated he made that decision.

Associated Press
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FREE SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR STUDENTS WHO NEED MONEY FOR COLLEGE

Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.

• We have a bank of over 200,000 listings of scholarships, fellowships, grants, and loans, representing over $10 billion in private sector funding.

• Many scholarships are given to students based on their academic performance, career plans, family heritage and place of residence.

• There is money available for students who have been newspaper carriers, grocers, clerks, church assistants, non-smokers, etc.

• Results GUARANTEED

For A Free Brochure
(800) 346-6404

Carol Danbury, New Jersey

Michigan celebrated the national basketball championship under former assistant coach Steve Fisher this year, and will try to defend it next year under the same man. Fisher was named head coach Monday by Athletic Director Bo Schembechler.

Sports promotions

Special to The Observer
The Sports Department of The Observer has announced staff promotions for the 1989-90 year.

Steve Megargee, a junior English major from Tallahassee, Fla., has been promoted to Assistant Sports Editor. He previously served as Assistant Sports Editor.

Greg Guffey, a sophomore Arts & Letters major from Mount Holyoke College, will serve as an Assistant Sports Editor. Guffey was promoted from the position of Sports copy editor.

Frank Pastor also has been promoted to Assistant Sports Editor. A sophomore English major from Pittsburg State, Pastor formerly served as a copy editor in the Sports Department.

Molly Mahoney, a junior American Studies major from South Bend, will continue in the position of Sports copy editor, as will Scott Brutocao, a sophomore from Claremont, Calif., who is majoring in American Studies.

Bob Mitchell, a sophomore English major from Breyts Maw, Penn., has been promoted to Sports copy editor.

Attention Engineers’ Week Events

Tuesday
11:30-2pm Ice Cream Social
4pm Egg Drop Contest
Events will be held in EG
Student Center
9pm Beacon Bowling
Wednesday AM
Special Dinner Hall Lunch
CAMPUS EVENTS

3:30 p.m. ND Women's softball vs Saint Mary's College.
3:30 p.m. International Dinner sponsored by the Ladies of Notre Dame and Saint Mary's, Center for Continuing Education.
7 p.m. Career and Placement Services presents "Juniors: How to Fill Out the Profile Form," by Paul Reynolds, Room 223 Nieuwland Science Hall.
7 p.m. Communication and Theatre film "Pickpocket," Annenberg Auditorium.
9 p.m. Communication and Theatre film "Saturday Night and Sunday Morning," Annenberg Auditorium.

LECTURE CIRCUIT

2 p.m. Friends of the Library colloquium "The Problems and Opportunities of University Publishing," Keynote Address by James Langford, Hesburgh Library Faculty Lounge.
4:30 p.m. BBMB lecture "Studies on Cell Adhesion, I & II," by Saul Rosenman of John Hopkins University, Room 123 Nieuwland Science Hall.
7 p.m. BBMB lecture "The Implications of the Inflammation on Cell Adhesion, I & II," by James Link, Dean David Walshe, Room 123 Hayes-Healy.
8 p.m. Library Aud panel discussion in conjunction with Donald Roseman of John Hopkins University, Room 123 Hayes-Healy.
11 p.m. Library Aud discussion with "Biko".
7 p.m. Library Aud discussion with "The Observer: My Heart To You".
7 p.m. Library Aud discussion with "The Observer: My Heart To You: The First 15 Years of the "Observer".

MENUS

Notre Dame
French Bread Pizza
Burruto Bar
Egg Foo You
Baked Sourdough Bread
Saint Mary's
Stir Fry Bar
Fish Bar
Bean Burrito
Deli Bar

CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1. Graze
5. D.C.
10. Biblical pronoun
14. "Ship of the desert"
15. Blackburn
16. Post's "at no time"
17. Gobbo
18. Christmas card with "The"...
20. Kilophone's cousin
22. Stephen in France
25. A-one
26. Hely upon
26. Duped
28. Summers, in Sedan
29. City in NE Italy
33. A liquid —
34. Sea mammal
35. U.S.S.R. head 1917-74(650,1478),(968,1550)
36. Monza orumba
38. Bishopric
40. Saw
41. Berlin's "I Plowed My Heart —- Song"
42. Ended
44. Grandfather of Saul
46. Answer
48. Missing person
49. In Buchanan's preposition
51. Guarantees desert
52. Justly
53. Area Lou Gehrig Covered
56. Cowboy's cousin
57. Mardi Gras
58. Roseman of John Hopkins University, Room 123 Hayes-Healy.
59. Espers
60. Daisy's cousin
61. Rova (samba music)
62. "The" of Texas...
63. "The" of Texas...
64. "The"
65. "The"
66. "The"

DOWN
1. Rip-off
2. "Mary"
3. Love, in Leon
4. Confirm
5. Vanish-ness (very swift)
6. Caesar's 151
7. Kitchen utensils
8. 8pm
9. Seed
10. -- our refuge...
11. 7pm Library Aud
12. Four or six follower
13. Wrench on a knight's helmet
14. Nominal
15. Scottish brooch
16. Bony fish
17. 10 Biblical cousin
18. "The"
19. 151
20. 10 Biblical cousin
21. 151
22. 10 Biblical cousin
23. 151
24. 10 Biblical cousin
25. "The"
26. "The"
27. "The"
28. "The"
29. "The"
30. "The"
31. "The"
32. "The"
33. "The"
34. "The"
35. "The"
36. "The"
37. "The"
38. "The"
39. "The"
40. "The"
41. "The"
42. "The"
43. "The"
44. "The"
45. "The"
46. "The"
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57. "The"
58. "The"
59. "The"
60. "The"
61. "The"
62. "The"
63. "The"
64. "The"
65. "The"
66. "The"

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

BASE WORT AQAP
QUIT AMIE ROLL
STOOG QOMBOT
PETRI SPA MIA
CONA PENS MET
RED GIMMON BLU
GIMMMER BITER
LEGGING IRON
ASPEMS SOUPРИ
INHANCE PUPPET
MEDIATE VUNG
EASY ROBY TAKES

COMICS

BLOOM COUNTY

BLOOM COUNTY

CALVIN AND HOBBES
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BERKE BREATHED

THE FAR SIDE

LireS April 11
Divestment Panel Discussion featuring Prof. Peter Walsh, Dean David Link, Prof. James Carberry
7pm Library Aud

Apartheid Awareness Week

Wed April 12
film: "Cry Freedom"
8 & 10:15pm Cushing

Thurs April 13
discussion with Mr. Donald Woods author of "Biko", "Asking for Trouble" basis for film Cry Freedom 8pm
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$2 tickets LaFortune Info Desk

"So ... you wanna sell our pencils, do you?"
Swimmers use car to dunk, then get sunk in Bookstore

By FRANK PASTOR
Assistant Sports Editor

Five members of the Notre Dame men's swimming team, collectively known as T.D.'s Blown Rap, put the word "fun" back into the game of basketball Monday when they dunked from the hood of a car in a losing effort as Bookstore Basketball XVIII moved into its second week.

Junior Tom Penn drove "Hokey Lips," a 1976 Buick LeSabre painted green for St. Patrick's Day, onto the Bookstore court and team captain Dave "T.D." Thomann took off from the hood to dunk the ball. The spectacle briefly stopped the momentum of The Cavalier Fun Runners and Bob, who breezed to an easy 21-11 first-round victory.

"We can't play any sport that's out of the water," said senior Chris Petrella, who contributed one of T.D.'s 11 points in the contest.

The sixth day of Bookstore action was marked by extremes, as three games were decided by two points while two others were more easily decided.

Dan Quayle, Digger Phelps and Three Other Guys used their influence to squeeze by the Dooley Bunch as D'Andrea paced Dan Quayle with eight buckets in the 10-2 victory.

Members of the crowd threw lollipops onto the court when The Lollipop Boys scored their first basket of the game against The Five Meathaus Meatuses, but they didn't have much cause for celebration the remainder of the game. The Lollipop Boys hit only one more shot in the game, losing 21-2. Murph Can't Dunk did them one better. But there's not two hours later by falling 21-2 to We Are Better Than A Sharp Stick in the Eye. Not only could Murph dunk, he failed to score in the game as Roy Gerstenberg hit the solo hoop for the win.

Spectators at Stepan six must have thought it was raining basketballs Monday as 367 shots were put up in the first two games played on that court. Ebert and the Rockers first knocked off Dan Quayle, Jane Fonda and Three Others in a game that took one hour and 17 minutes to complete. "We rebounded more than they did, especially on the defensive end," said Chris Ebert, see BOOKSTORE / page 11

---

Irish win two against Big Ten foes, up women's tennis record to 14-4

By BARB MORAN
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame women's tennis team improved its record to 14-4 this past weekend with a decisive 6-3 victory against Ohio State and a tough 5-4 win over Michigan State.

The Irish started their Big Ten tour Friday at home against Ohio State. Notre Dame's CeCe Cahill thrashed Kelly Story, Ohio State's No. 1 singles player, by scores of 6-2, 6-0. Cahill also combined with doubles partner Tracy Barton to take a strong 6-3, 6-4 victory over Ohio State's top-seeded doubles team.

"Our doubles team played very well," said Irish coach Michele Gelfman. "They played to win and forced the other team to make a lot of errors."

Gelfman, somewhat apprehensive going into the match, was pleased with her team's performance and the final outcome of the contest.

"I was a little worried about Ohio State because they had just come off a big win over Northwestern," said the coach. "I knew it was going to be a tough match but I knew we had an edge on them. We were the better team going into the match."

"I knew we had to be playing our very best at the top to win, and that's just what we did -- I'm very pleased with our players' performance."

The Irish continued the winning over their Big Ten competition Sunday with a close victory against Michigan State. The Irish, again led by the victorious Cahill-Barton duo, led 2-1 after doubles competition.

In singles play, the lead jumped back and forth between the two rival schools until the score stood tied at 4-4. Singles player Kathy Guldahl stepped in to take the deciding victory, winning in three sets by scores of 1-6, 6-3, 6-4.

"I couldn't have written a script for the match and had it come out better," said coach Gelfman. "Kathy was up 5-2 in the third set but then started to waver a little. But she got her confidence and concentration back and came back to win. I'm very pleased with her performance."

Also putting in a strong singles effort against Michigan State was Kim Pacella. Pacella lost her first set 3-6, then won her second set 7-4, pulling out a tough 7-2 tiebreaker. Although she lost a rough 6-4 decision in the third set, Gelfman praised Pacella highly for her gutsy play.

"That was one of the most outstanding performances I've ever seen Kim play," said Gelfman. "I'm very proud of her performance."

Gelfman was pleased with both wins and her team's overall performance.

"I'm very excited about both victories," said Gelfman. "These wins show that our program has really turned around -- coming in to consistently beat teams which we lost to before."

"It took a total team effort to win both of these matches. They really wanted to win and that's just what they did."

---

ND sweeps Xavier in 2nd straight pair sweep of Xavier with three doubles and three RBI

Joe Binkiewicz hit three doubles and drove in three runs as the Notre Dame baseball team swept Midwest Collegiate Conference foe Xavier 12-1, 6-3 Monday in a doubleheader at Cincinnati, Ohio.

The Irish, who have won eight of their last nine games, improved their record to 20-6. Notre Dame has an 8-0 record in the MCC and a 4-0 record in the MCC East Division.

In the first game, the Irish pitcher Brian Conway allowed just four hits in six shutout innings to improve his record to 3-1. Xavier scored its only run in the seventh and final inning off freshman reliever Tom Gulka.

Notre Dame players had at least two hits as Notre Dame pounded out a game total of 14 hits.

Binkiewicz, a freshman first baseman, hit three doubles each of three doubles and three RBI. Junior outfielder Dan Petrelli went 2-of-3 with two doubles and two RBI.

Notre Dame scored five runs to take control of the error-filled second game. The Irish committed four errors in the
The Career and Placement Services office is probably best known to students as the place where job interviews are conducted. According to Kitty Arnold, Complain and Placement Services director, the office is much more than that. "We're in the career development business as well as the job placement business," she said. "Therefore, we try to help students decide on as well as implement their career goals." Assisting students determine which career to pursue requires a variety of approaches. "Individuals are not alike in how they arrive at decisions," Arnold said. "It is not surprising that they arrive at decisions in different ways." Therefore, Career and Placement Services offers both group and individual assistance to career planning.

"The centerpiece of our service is individual career counseling," says Paul Reynolds, associate director. "Last year we counseled over 1,500 students. That number has increased dramatically in the past few years, indicating to me that individual and assistance is needed and that students have heard that we offer valuable advice." There are others who, for whatever reason, are reluctant to see a counselor. Meeting the needs of those students demands alternative methods of assistance, such as written materials. "This insert in The Observer is just one of the ways in which we try to communicate career issues to students," Reynolds said. "It is one of the few vehicles which can bring them all to bear in a balanced way." Other types of written materials include the fall and spring issues of the Placement Manual, a booklet outlining the recruitment schedule and job search techniques; the Weekly Bulletin, an up-to-the-minute listing of organizations interviewing on campus; and the Weekly Events, a calendar of career activities for the coming week. These publications are used primarily by seniors but are available to any interested student. Not open to any student is the Career Library across from the reception area in the Career and Placement Services office. The materials and books cover topics from how to choose a career, resume-writing, interviewing, and references on a wide variety of employers. Internship materials and information on working in the not-for-profit sector are also maintained.

"During the 1984-85 school year, the Career and Placement Services office sponsored over 80 group programs and workshops. "We often bring in outside speakers representing various career areas. Our Five Placement Nights, which kick off the campus interviewing season, feature speakers from three types of career options for the students in that particular area," reports assistant director Marilyn Bury. In addition to our professional staff, we invite corporate representatives to campus to videotape mock interviews with students. After an abbreviated interview, the recruiter offers suggestions and encouragement," Arnold comments.

"Both students and recruiters seem to find it a very rewarding and informative experience." The campus interviews are a very important part of the services of the office. "This year approximately 475 employers will visit the campus. We anticipate that over 10,000 interviews will be held in our office. It is no wonder," Arnold comments, "that our professional staff, in turn, are genuinely grateful for your support." The interview process itself is looked upon as an opportunity for personal growth by Brian Rafferty, regional personnel manager for IBM. "Interviewing is a real "life" experience. Students take the skills developed through hours of study and practice and bring them all to bear in a 30 minute exchange with a veritable goal -- a job -- in the balance. It's one of the best learning experiences college provides!"

"Career and Placement Services also offers supportive services for students looking ahead to graduate or professional school. Last year a special program on graduate study was developed in conjunction with the Office of Advanced Studies. It will be offered again this month. Interested students should mark their calendars for April 17 when a panel of faculty will discuss application techniques and graduate admission procedures." Another cooperative effort was a video tape program which brought a panel of medical school admissions representatives to campus to help students prepare for medical school interviews. The Career and Placement Services office has also collaborated with the Pre-Law Society for many years to sponsor the Law Caravan, an opportunity for students to talk informally with representatives of numerous law schools.

"Disseminating information about summer jobs and internships is another aspect of the assistance offered by Career and Placement Services. About 60 organizations actively conduct interviews on campus for summer employment. According to Nancy Graham, coordinator of the summer employment program, there is an addition to campus interviews, a summer job fair held on campus for the first time this January. Bob Steimer, operations controller of Low Corning, stated: "We thought that the Notre Dame Summer Job Fair was a very successful event. It helped us increase our visibility on campus because of the large number of students who took part, and we were very happy to have ultimately hired two Notre Dame students as interns for the coming summer." The Career and Placement Services office is located in the southeastern corner of the lower level of the Hesburgh Library and is open Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Concluded career counselor Dell Lucas, "We are genuinely interested in providing the support that students need to facilitate their career development. It is our hope that everyone will take advantage of what we have to offer."
Employment for the International Student: Myth vs. Reality

One of the hottest issues in the career planning and placement field within the last two years is the employment of international students. In November of 1986, President Reagan signed the Immigration Reform and Control Act (IRCA). The law requires all United States employers to have documentation showing that their employees have a legal right to work in this country. This legislation's intent is to control illegal immigration by sanctioning employers who knowingly hire illegal aliens.

What, then, are the employment opportunities in the United States for an international student with an F-1 or J-1 visa (student visas)? According to Kitty Arnold, director of Career and Placement Services, "some employers with international divisions look for students who want to work in their native countries. We're seeing that the chances of finding employment in the United States is greater for a student with an American business techniques is valuable to them," says Art Groburt, director of May International, Inc., a career services company.

In order to hire a foreign national without a working visa, a company must agree to assist in the process of obtaining one. First a company assesses its hiring needs, and as the market appears today, there is more need for technical graduates. This is not to say that it is impossible for students of other educational backgrounds to obtain employment, but it is more difficult. Students who wish to gain experience in their fields through an internship may apply for a practical training visa. Practical training consists of a total of 12 months work experience prior to graduation and 12 months beyond graduation.

"Employers in foreign countries appreciate the experience a student obtains in the United States. The information about U.S. and American business techniques is valuable to them," says Art Groburt, director of May International, Inc., a career services company.

"Students must have knowledge of the legalities, the viewpoint of employers, and the job market..."

Dane working with this status. The difficulty in obtaining practical training can be found when looking at the long term benefits for a company. It is an investment on the part of the corporation and, unless a working visa can be obtained to extend employment, the information about U.S. and American business practices is valuable to them.

While conducting a job search, one must understand the employer's perspective and the realities of the job market. Some international students attempting to gain practical training, however, and have succeeded.

Employers are not required to interview candidates without the legal right to work in the United States. Rochelle Kaplan, general counsel for the College Placement Council, points out that international students seeking practical training are not protected under IRCA's discrimination provisions regarding citizenship status. "If an employer does not want to interview a student, who is not eligible or who does not possess authorization to work full-time in the United States, he or she is not required to do so."

Therefore, because it is the choice of the employer whether an interview will be granted, the services of an independent job search consultant can be useful to the employer personally to make arrangements to meet during a company's career fair.

The reality of the situation is that it is possible to obtain employment in the United States. It is difficult, however, and the student must have knowledge of the legalities, the viewpoint of employers, and the job market before beginning a job search. Consultants can provide a professional staff of Career and Placement Services, provide career counseling, education concerning job search and the use of a number of resources in the Career Library, and teach necessary job search skills and guidance, an international student will further understand the myths and realities of employment opportunities in the United States.

A Career In Advertising: More Than Imagining Abby Cadabby, Capability, and others, changes

Le schools talk at Notre Dame, "I don't know if I will achieve the things that I still have. They will be

in such as Agency, Indiana,山东的, and public service and sal Casella's accounting, some of the job.

where Are You In Your Career Planning?

This checklist is designed to help you find where you may be off target in your career planning. The "Yes" results with a Career and Placement Services counselor, please make an appointment.

I. What You Know About Yourself
1. Can you clearly state your career goals?
2. Can you explain why you chose your major?
3. Can you name at least four courses that help you?
4. Have you clearly defined your geographic preferences and limitations?
5. Have you determined the salary range you will consider?
6. Can you name at least three potential employers in a particular geographic area?
7. Have you clearly stated your career goals?
8. If you name at least three people who are employed in your field of interest, do you have their career titles for you to consider?
9. Do you have a resume of which you are satisfied?
10. Which raw computer? What does an engineer do, and what talents should an engineer possess?
11. What do you feel like learning about an engineer?
12. Do you have any experience in the media department is costing together a media plan. Entry level positions for those with undergraduate degrees are in media. Both the media and client services positions begin here with an assistant account executive in the media department. The first month is spent learning the basic level of the organization. The goal of the organization is to create a media plan. Entry level positions begin here with an assistant account executive. The commercial is sent to the media buyer or planner, while those in client services progress to account executive in the media department. The first month is spent learning the basic level of the organization. The goal of the organization is to create a media plan. Entry level positions begin here with an assistant account executive. The commercial is sent to the media buyer or planner, while those in client services progress to account executive in the media department.

II. What You Know About Employers
1. How many people are employed in your field of interest? What are their titles? What do they do?
2. Have you heard of any good companies that could help you discover potential employers in a particular geographic area?
3. Have you talked to at least three people who are employed in your field of interest? What do they do?
4. Do you have your experience in the media department is costing together a media plan. Entry level positions for those with undergraduate degrees are in media. Both the media and client services positions begin here with an assistant account executive in the media department. The first month is spent learning the basic level of the organization. The goal of the organization is to create a media plan. Entry level positions begin here with an assistant account executive. The commercial is sent to the media buyer or planner, while those in client services progress to account executive in the media department. The first month is spent learning the basic level of the organization. The goal of the organization is to create a media plan. Entry level positions begin here with an assistant account executive. The commercial is sent to the media buyer or planner, while those in client services progress to account executive in the media department.

III. Your Career Search Strategies
1. Have you prepared a resume with which you are satisfied?
2. Do you know what experience employers are likely to ask you in an interview?
3. Have you used any of the following methods to prepare for an interview:
   a. videotaped mock interview with a counselor in the placement office?
   b. writing out answers to common interview questions?

Add up your "yes" answers:
Total score 12-14:
On the right track. Keep up the good work!
Total score 8-11:
Close. Why not discuss with a Career and Placement Services counselor?
Total score 7 or below:
Definitely discuss with a Career and Placement Services counselor.

Where Have All The Engineers Gone?

So you want to be an engineer? What does an engineer do, and what talents should an engineer possess?

As far back as the Civil War era, the answer was easy. Engineers who built big things, like buildings and railroad bridges, were called civil engineers. Those who built smaller things, like guns and steam engines, were called mechanical engineers. While scientists were investigating the theoretical relationships that engineers needed to know, engineers were busy applying those concepts to build.

In 1968, there are 1.6 million Americans who call themselves "engineers," and their number continues to grow more than building. In fact, the only true "engineer" title remaining is "framer," and there are two classes of them.

So there is no longer a long standing bond of common interests, skills, or even working conditions that define what the technical engineer position is. According to the Dictionary of Occupational Titles lists over 500 individual titles for engineers. So do you still want to be an engineer?

I realized after my first interview in 1987 that companies in the electronics industry, mostly in electrical and electronic equipment, machinery, aircraft and parts, scientific instruments, motors, vehicles, and primary metal companies. Another one-third were in non-manufacturing industries, primarily in architectural services, business services, consulting services, communications, and construction.

"In order to avoid the confusion, today's engineering students need to be prepared to describe what their specific degree really means to them."

Federal, state, and local governments; For people with MBA's and other advanced degrees, who often have more experience, the track begins with clear job positions in client services associate. This also leads into an assistant account executive position. From there, the employee's success depends on the individual.

Robert Key, vice president and account supervisor for Leo Burnett and a graduate of Notre Dame, visits campus to interview students. When asked what it takes to be successful within Leo Burnett, he says: "We look for certain key attributes such as creativity, leadership ability and the comm.
"I took four interviews on campus during the fall semester of my senior year. In November I sent about 10 resumes to corporations in the Chicago area. I had every intention of working for two or three years prior to enrolling in a full-time MBA program," states John Sheehy, a May 1988 marketing graduate and presently a first-year MBA student at the Krannert School of Management at Purdue University.

Kevin McCarthy, a May 1988 electrical engineering graduate, asserts: "Going into my senior year, I felt that the best way for me to reach my long-term professional goals was to obtain my MBA immediately after graduation. I took the GMAT during the summer after my junior year, applied to five MBA programs, but also decided to take some interviews at Career and Placement Services." McCarthy is currently a test engineer with Juhl, located in Rochester, Minnesota.

Many students approach their senior year at Notre Dame with a single thought in mind regarding their plans after graduation: to accept an offer of employment, to enroll in a postgraduate degree program, or to undertake a volunteer position. As can be seen from the two examples above, students often change their original plans.

"Pursue more than one option," is a suggestion offered by Paul Reynolds, associate director of Career and Placement Services at Notre Dame. "Arts and Letters students frequently ask me if there are alternatives open to them other than attending graduate or law school after receiving their degrees. The answer, quite simply, is yes."

More employers each year, whether they interview at the placement office or not, are impressed with the skills gained from a liberal arts education. As a result, organizations are very interested in considering many of these students for a wide variety of employment opportunities.

Those students who believe they have made the decision by the end of their senior year to attend law school tell Reynolds that they will wait until the LSAT in October, apply to a number of law schools, and hope to be admitted to the school of their choice.

A Hint to Juniors: Pursue More Than One Option

A few of these students return to my office two or three months prior to graduation. They have decided for any number of reasons not to attend law school and want to know when they can begin to take on-campus interviews," reports Reynolds. "Unfortunately, by this time in the academic year, 75 to 80 percent of the interviews have taken place."

Robert Waddick, pre-law advisor and assistant dean in the College of Arts and Letters at Notre Dame, strongly encourages students, regardless of their major, not to put all of their eggs in one basket. "In your sophomore and junior years, when assessing yourself -- your values, interests, abilities, strengths and weaknesses -- you should begin to gain an awareness about the options which might best match your professional goals and remain open-minded when considering a number of these choices," suggests Waddick. Zeroing in or targeting one or two of these alternatives should then follow.

A sage bit of advice for all students.

Engineers Gone?

intrigued with what I specifically wanted to do with it," says Kevin Fitzpatrick, a 1988 graduate in mechanical engineering. "Events cause me to decide in which work environment I would find the job responsibilities most challenging and rewarding. As a manufacturing management assistant for General Mills, I often feel like I'm still in school. I'm learning something new every day about engineering and management. The biggest difference is that I'm learning from people, not from a book."

Fitzpatrick finds himself challenged by the diversity within the daily tasks of his manufacturing management position. "I've spent days looking at heat transfer and fluid dynamic books in order to track the performance of a piece of machinery, and I've spent days crawling inside of a jet engine looking for build-ups or blockages which may be causing scorching or raw ceramic to be produced. At times you feel like a real engineer, and at other times you're laughing with colleagues because you're completely covered with sticky Golden Grahams."

The traditional route of specialization within any of the various engineering disciplines still exists. Many engineering undergraduates go on to graduate school to become more expert in chemical instrumentation, aeronautics, electrical materials, thermodynamics, and so forth.

Another route, however, are the engineers like Fitzpatrick who are training to coordinate the specialists in large teams on large projects. The knowledge base is broader, but uniformly deep. Obviously, it requires one personality type to work alone cramming thousands of translators onto a chip of silicon, quite another to inspect 200-foot high bridges for stress, and still another to interact with colleagues on large design teams or with clients while on the road selling or consulting. The "engineer" title, though no longer a single entity, has been around a long, long time. In order to avoid the confusion, today's engineering graduates need to be prepared to describe what their specific degree really means to them. Says Fitzpatrick, "after nine months of job interviewing, it finally registered that the decision of where to work rested on my desire to be a manager of people and projects. I'm happy with my decision."

As an engineering major, you will be happy too if you assess your own work style preferences and personal attributes before racking your brain over the Dictionary of Occupational Titles. Unless, of course, you want to drive a train.

A Preview For Juniors

Your final year at Notre Dame will be filled with many significant experiences. It will also be a year when you'll make important decisions concerning your future. The Career and Placement Services office encourages full involvement on your part in facing these decisions. The events listed below, sponsored by Career and Placement Services, should be considered in your planning. When you return in late August, visit Career and Placement Services to obtain full details on these events.

"Exciting, is the job.

"In comparison to a larger firm like Leo Burnett, the Juhl Agency, located in Minneapolis, St. Paul, and Westchester County in New York, is a full service advertising, public relations, and sales promotion agency. Kelly Cassidy, a 1985 graduate of Saint Mary's College and assistant account executive for Juhl, shares her thoughts on the job. "Advertising is a different language. You must learn to deal with the fast pace, diversity, and the unexpected."

"My career option in the field of advertising is to work within the advertising/marketing department of a corporation, be it promoting only the products or services of that company. Prior to joining The Juhl Agency, Cassidy was a marketing manager for Stellar Marine Corporation, a manufacturer of commercial vehicles. She comments on the differences of these experiences.

"Within the marketing department of a corporation, we were only concerned with promoting our products. In an agency, however, we are working with more than one client, and therefore more than one product or service. It's a whole different ball game."

When asked how she would describe the field of advertising, Cassidy responded, "Exciting, diverse, frustrating, and rewarding. It's challenging because it requires hard work and dedication. It can be difficult. But if you love it, it doesn't matter!"
Searching for Jobs in the Nonprofit Sector

Job search techniques for locating opportunities in the nonprofit sector closely parallel techniques used to find other types of employment. Perhaps a good place to start your search is in the Career and Placement Services library, where there are materials representing over 125 nonprofit organizations categorized into various fund-raising categories these materials by subject. Also, the Career Library contains books that offer further information on the nonprofit sector.

Terry W. McAdam, in his book Careers in the Nonprofit Sector suggests other sources to identify nonprofit organizations. These include government agencies, yellow pages of telephone directories, annual reports of organizations, and local chambers of commerce.

McAdam emphasizes "The nonprofit world is more than glamorous, champagne receptions. It consists of demanding work in environments that need constant financial support."

Notre Dame is one of the top producers of Peace Corps volunteers. Why is that? Notre Dame does not have a department of agriculture or a large student body when compared with state universities. Yet it had more graduates enter the Peace Corps last year than all but 10 universities in the country.

Dan Smolka
Area Manager -- Chicago Peace Corps

Over the past five years, an average of fifteen Notre Dame graduates have entered the Peace Corps every year. Why do so many from Notre Dame choose to serve, and why are so many selected by the Peace Corps to perform overseas? John Goldrick, associate vice president for student affairs, has experienced the positive relationship between the Peace Corps and the Notre Dame students. "Many Notre Dame students have realized the opportunities for leadership and service that the Peace Corps provide to those who have the talent they want to share, says Goldrick, a 1962 graduate of Notre Dame and a member of the 1969 group of Peace Corps volunteers to serve in Thailand.

Goldrick feels it is after a Peace Corps experience that volunteers realize the profound effect it may have on their careers and their future. The breadth of

The Nonprofit Sector is a term describing the Internal Revenue Service's designation of organizations whose income is not used for the benefit or private gain of stockholders, directors, or any other persons with an interest in the company.

The Nonprofit Sector has no private owners. Its business is conducted by salaried people. Any money that exceeds the operating expenses (which includes salaries) must be used for educational purposes or reinvested in the work of the organization. It cannot support partisan political causes or political candidates.

Two examples of helpful resources available are:

The National Directory of Addresses and Telephone Numbers. This annual directory has a section on associations and foundations.

Peace Corps and Notre Dame: A Perfect Match

Jerry Pohlen, a 1986 Notre Dame graduate, serving in Benin, West Africa.

Peace Corps volunteers are recruited from all walks of life. This year a large margin of Notre Dame students do extremely well in competing for these positions because of their familiarity of the experience and the education. Many have held positions of leadership in academic clubs or organizations on campus, or have been resident assistants in residence halls. These types of experiences are highly valued by the Peace Corps in considering candidates for "generalist" positions.

Jerry Pohlen, a 1986 graduate, feels that the service concept at Notre Dame is what led him to the Peace Corps. "Had I not become involved with the Center for Social Concerns at Notre Dame, I may not have considered the idea of joining the Peace Corps."

Pohlen graduated with a degree in mechanical engineering and accepted an assignment in Benin, West Africa. There he taught rural development extension workers the techniques of presentation that would enable them to be educators in the design and construction of fuel efficient mud stoves.

The Peace Corps assignments are designed to help developing countries address some of the most pressing issues facing them today. The experiences graduates have gained at Notre Dame give them a strong sense of the peace corps is a unique opportunity to combine service with a challenging experience in the field.

Peace Corps volunteers are not just working in countries where they are needed. They are also working in countries where they are wanted.

Jerry Pohlen, a 1986 Notre Dame graduate, serving in Benin, West Africa.